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Trend Neo Luxe
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Sleek  
sophistication
Inspired by the sleek and dangerous beauty of the python, Beatriz Ball’s Sierra Modern Python 
Large Tray with Handles (Gunmetal and Gold) features a richly textured snakeskin surface set 
off by polished gold-tone handles that hug the edges. The piece looks gorgeous on the coffee 
table, bar or entry table, and brings a sense of luxe to any environment. Food and dishwasher 
safe, decorative, and also perfect for serving, the piece adds a modern new dimension to 
Beatriz Ball’s award-winning designs. Available in three other sizes.

wholesale.beatrizball.com

Modern magic
Dark brown shades peppered with gold and rust make up the 

rich colourways of Mesa Ceramics’s Oro Tropical. A modern 
stoneware design with soft rounded shapes that bring 

sophistication to the table.

www.mesa-ceramics.com 

Dark and 
sultry
Utopia’s Nero range of vitrified 
porcelain tableware boasts a 
glamorous metallic speckled finish 
over a matte black base. 
This dramatic range is the perfect 
choice to enhance the vibrancy of 
creative dishes. There are nine pieces in 
the collection including three sizes of 
plates, a selection of bowls and a mug.  

www.utopia-tableware.com

Out of this world
From Porcel comes Saturn, a fine porcelain dinner, tea and coffee set in shades of black 
and gold. Metaphorically, the rings of Saturn are symbolised by the plates in the range 
of the collection, surrounded by a golden rim. The pieces decorated with full black and 
star-looking spots of grey are handcrafted to achieve a unique effect, using an exclusive 
Porcel technique. 

www.porcel.pt 

A regal moment
The Black Regal Peacock collection from Burleigh boasts striking 
oriental bird motifs in a chic dark colour palette. A contemporary 
take on a Burleigh classic.

www.burleigh.co.uk 
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HoReCa NewsNews

Porcel at The Palm
Porcel’s gorgeous Fiume d’Oro collection has taken pride of place in the 
dining room of St Regis Dubai, The Palm. The new hotel is located in 
The Palm island Jumeirah and the interior design team worked closely 
with Hotelity, a Porcel partner for many years.

As the name suggests, Fiume d’Oro, or Golden River, features a 
golden effect that represents the flowing surface of a river over each 
porcelain piece. The company tells us that having another Dubai hotel 
feature their pieces is “a valued addition to our portfolio of significant 
high end international clients”. 

Dibbern takesDibbern takes  
on the rivieraon the riviera 
The breathtaking surrounds of 
The Maybourne Riviera Hotel are 
equalled inside with Dibbern’s 
Capri collection now adorning 
tables in the luxury five-star venue.

Situated in France’s Roquebrune-
Cap-Martin, the hotel has opted for 
Dibbern’s delicate fine bone china 

Capri collection, fitting perfectly with 
its modern aesthetic. 

Dibbern tells us the collection 
takes on the typical Cezanne 
colours yellow and blue like citrus 
fruits and the blue-sky horizon 
which can be found on the 
French Riviera.

Even more  
Melody Rose 
The acclaimed Frantzén Group’s Brasserie Astoria has placed another order 
for Melody Rose’s exciting tableware. Brasserie Astoria, (from the same people 
behind the multiple Michelin starred Frantzén restraurant in Stockholm which 
regularly features on the World’s Best Restaurants list), has added another 250 
Melody Rose plates to their collection. In fact, we are told the designs have 
proven so popular they are now buying extra to sell to customers.

Brasserie Astoria  also commissioned 250 small bespoke bowls to use for 
dipping and for butter, each features Melody Rose’s signature 22kt burnished 
gold with The Must Go On canine clowning dog as a surprise design at the 
bottom of each piece.

“It is amazing that the finish on our Sierra 
Modern pieces is so sturdy that they can 
withstand the rigors of commercial dish-
washers. We had them tested in labs, and 
also gave several pieces to one of the most 
famous chefs in the USA (sorry, can’t say 
his name!) who tested this for us for months 
in his restaurant, and they have come out 
looking like new after repeated washings.” 
Beatriz Ball speaking about the easy-care metallic finishes on her Sierra 
Modern collection. After years of research, the company has developed a 
proprietary process to create modern metallic finishes that are practical, as 
well as aesthetically appealing – ideal for HoReCa.



The PlatterFocus
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Presenting 
the platter

A key centerpiece, the platter is 
something which, once bought, is 
roundly cherished. We look at some 
options available to buyers now…

UTOPIA 
Midas has the Midas touch – its rich metallic finish 
adds a real flourish to the table.  The 300x20mm 
platter is crafted from superior stoneware and its 
copper-coloured glaze is enhanced by the textured 
surface, which adds depth to food presentation.

www.utopia-tableware.com

Porcel
Recognising the importance of 

serving with style, Porcel have made 
sure the platter is a focal point for 

several of their collections.
Understanding that platters can also be a 
statement piece, they offer round, square 
and rectangular platters decorated with 

gold, platinum and reactive glazes. These 
can be found in collections such as Lush 

Forest, Auratus (pictured), Argentatus 
or Saturn. 

www.porcel.pt 

Denby
Featuring Denby’s striking glazes, the company’s serving platters 
are available in a range of shapes and sizes including oval, 
round and rectangular, large and small. Stylish enough to have 
a multitude of uses from hosting a dinner party or creating a 
snacking platter to share with the family as they are designed to 
love and used everyday.

Denby’s award winning Statements platters (pictured) are 
pieces of art that can be hung on a wall. Made by true artisans, 
Denby’s platters are not only stunning but have Denby’s inherent 
durability made from hardly Derbyshire clay and are safe to use in 
the microwave, oven, freezer and also dishwasher safe.  

www.denbypottery.com

Wedgwood
Wedgwood describes its Gio collection as “the perfect blank canvas” to 
showcase food. Serving bowls, platters and tray shapes unique to this 
textured collection mean that everyone can help themselves to good 
tastes, tapas style. They suggest layering Gio with bolder Wedgwood 

collections to create even more sophisticated and unique mix and 
match looks. 

www.wedgwood.com 

LSA
From LSA comes the Serve collection, 
a stylish clear glass platter alternative. 
Featuring a variety of segmented 
handmade glass platters, Serve allows 
you to keep breads and crudités 
separated from dipping sauces and 
oils served on the same dish. 

www.lsa-international.com
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